RENTAL INSPECTOR
Smart | Fast | and Accurate

Are you still working with pen & paper or with an over simplified checklist? Need a change? Then
look no further, the Chapps Rental Inspector App has everything you will ever need.

Check out some of the many benefits below:
• Plug & play, Simply create a property, choose a checklist and get started! The App is fully
prepared with several walk-through pre-defined checklists. Our logical interface guides you
step-by-step.
• The inspection occurs quickly & efficiently, allowing you to generate a structured report, that
can be generated immediately. We also created a separate procedure for processing additional
comments afterwards. Thus, eliminating the tiresome task of puzzling bits and pieces of the
report together. Leading to an incredible gain in productivity!
• The quality and reliability of your report increases significantly. We give you the tools
to work in a more structured and accurate way. Detailing and documenting now becomes
much easier. Photos and sketches are automatically placed alongside the correct objects.
• Not only does the practical use of performing inspections increase, the maintenance follow-up
does so as well. Simply indicate what the damages are, who is responsible for them,
and what the repair costs are. Indicate who takes care of the repairs and create a job list.
Your inspection report now helps you organize maintenance and repairs.
• The report is automatically generated as an encrypted PDF file. The report can be either
emailed or printed and sent to all parties. The Chapps confirmation procedure provides for a
signature, saving you precious time and money.
• The professional image of your company improves as your reports have now become much
more professional, reliable and of increased quality.
• Last but not least, discover The Chapps Rental Manager, your number one management tool.
The Manager makes it easy for you to collect accurate maintenance data, quickly & efficiently
create work orders, manage your properties, post-process inspections, allocate tasks and
most of all we provide you with the necessary tools to keep track of all of your inspectors
and inspections.

Chapps Rental Inspector lets you change and improve your approach immediately. Make
your work easier and more enjoyable. Install the App today! Using Chapps Rental
Inspector requires little to no preparation as the app comes ready made with predefined
checklists and details. From now on Tap instead of Type!
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